DESIGNATION REPORT

Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House
Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House

LOCATION

Borough of Brooklyn
Tax Map Block 831, Lot 8
404 55th Street

(aka 402-404 55th Street, 5501 4th Avenue)

LANDMARK TYPE

Individual

SIGNIFICANCE

A restrained Renaissance Revival style house designed in 1907 by the prominent architect R. Thomas Short for the president of the Bay Ridge Savings Bank, Dr. Maurice T. Lewis, which is a significant example of single family residential development in a neighborhood comprised mostly of row houses.
55th Street (East) facade and side (South) facade
2018 (above)

4th Avenue (North) Facade
2018 (left)
Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House
404 55th Street, Brooklyn

Built: 1907
Architect: R. Thomas Short

Landmark Site: Borough of Brooklyn, Tax Map Block 831, Lot 8 in part, beginning at the northeast corner of the property line of lot 8, southerly along the eastern property line of lot 8 approximately 65 feet and 4 inches to a point on a line extending easterly from the southernmost façade of the building, and encompassing such façade; then westerly along said line and the southernmost facade of the building to the western property line of lot 8, northerly along the western property line of lot 8 to the northern property line of lot 8, then easterly to the place of beginning, as shown on the attached map.

On March 6, 2018, the Landmarks Preservation Commission held a hearing on the proposed designation as a Landmark of the Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House and the proposed designation of the related Landmark Site (Item No. 2). The hearing was advertised in accordance with the provisions of the law. Thirty people spoke in favor of the designation including Councilmember Carlos Menchaca, a representative of US Congresswoman Nydia M. Valazquez, the New York Landmarks Conservancy, Historic Districts Council, and members of the Sunset Park community. Community Board 7 Chairman Cesar Zuniga, and LOTT Community Development Center Executive Director Chris Cirillo submitted written support. No one spoke in opposition to the designation.
Summary

Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House

The Dr. Maurice Thomas Lewis House is a restrained Renaissance Revival style house designed in 1907 by the prominent architect R. Thomas Short for Dr. Maurice T. Lewis. It is an excellent example of early 20th century residential design and the only mansion in a neighborhood comprised mostly of row houses.

Dr. Lewis began a career in banking while continuing his 38-year-long practice as a physician. He was a founder, trustee, and eventually president of the Bay Ridge Savings bank, the area’s largest banking institution of the early 20th Century.

The Sunset Park neighborhood developed in the late-19th and early-20th centuries as a residential community for the working waterfront of south Brooklyn. The neighborhood is largely made up of speculatively-built row houses, primarily developed for the working- and middle-classes, with mixed-use and commercial buildings along the avenues. The Lewis House stands out in the neighborhood due to its refined architectural character and relatively grand scale in comparison to the typical row house development.

At the turn of the 20th century, 4th Avenue was a grand boulevard, with a landscaped median lined with churches, trees and mixed-use buildings. Dr. Lewis commissioned R. Thomas Short, of the firm Harde and Short to design his new home. Harde and Short began their partnership in 1901 and were prominent New York City architects in the early-20th century. Some designated landmarks by the firm include Alywn Court at 182 West 58th Street, the Studio Building at 44-48 West 77th Street in the Central Park West Historic District, and the Red House at 350 West 85th Street in the Riverside-West End Historic District Extension.

The intact brick and limestone facades of the Lewis House feature a classical tripartite configuration typical of the Renaissance Revival style, and restrained classical ornamentation. It is a fine example of a Renaissance Revival single family dwelling, significant to the early-20th century architectural development of Sunset Park in Brooklyn.
Building Description
Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House

Description
The Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House is a three-story free-standing single-family residential dwelling executed in brick and limestone. It was designed by R. Thomas Short in a restrained Renaissance Revival style, a style popular in the late-19th and early-20th centuries. Prominent features reflective of the style’s Renaissance and Georgian precedents are the tall rusticated limestone base, the red brick facades with limestone window surrounds, the central portico entrance topped by a Palladian window, and the projecting modillioned cornice.

55th Street (East) Facade
The north façade faces 55th Street and features five bays arranged symmetrically with a central entrance bay with projecting portico, and a recessed single-bay extension to the south. The façade is clad in brick with limestone at the base, second floor window surrounds, and third floor lintels, and a painted metal cornice. The base consists of the exposed basement and first floor, and is clad in smooth-faced rusticated limestone with recessed horizontal coursing. The basement windows have flush, splayed lintels with keystones. A small projecting limestone belt course separates the cellar from the first floor. At the first floor there are four windows with splayed limestone lintels flush with the horizontal banding, topped with limestone keystones. The building’s primary entrance is a central portico with two Tuscan columns and two Tuscan style pilasters resting. The columns and pilasters support a projecting entablature with an
architrave, flat frieze and cornice. The double leaf wooden door has a molded surround and each door has two large glass lights covered with decorative metal security grilles.

The base is capped by a molded limestone cornice, separating the first and second floors. The second floor windows have ornate limestone surrounds, with pilasters that rest on the limestone sills. The pilasters have simple bases and square Tuscan capitals, supporting a heavy limestone entablature with a projecting molded cornice. In the central bay above the portico entrance is a tripartite Palladian style window with Tuscan pilasters flanking each window, and an arched pediment entablature featuring floral and shield relief carvings within the tympanum. The second and third floors are separated by a small molded limestone belt course at the sill line of third-floor windows. In the center bay are two windows, and in each flanking bay are single windows. The façade is terminated by a metal cornice with classical detailing, including molded modillions and end brackets with guttae. There is a shallow parapet on the roof, set back from the cornice. Above the parapet there are two, asymmetrically-placed chimneys that may now incorporate mechanical systems.

Alterations
All windows replaced; metal security grilles installed over windows (cellar, some first floor, Palladian window on second floor); stoop stairs replaced with granite; guttae missing from end brackets in the cornice; security camera installed at portico; metal gate installed at entrance in line with fence; at eastern recessed bay the door has been replaced, new concrete ramp installed, and awning above door.

4th Avenue (North) Facade
The façade facing 4th Avenue consists of three symmetrical bays. The base, including a portion of the basement and the first floor, is clad in smooth-faced rusticated limestone with horizontal coursing, and the upper two stories are brick. The cellar windows have flush, splayed lintels with keystones. A small projecting limestone belt course separates the cellar from the first floor. At the first floor there are three windows with splayed limestone lintels flush with the horizontal banding, topped with limestone keystones. The first and second floors are separated by a projecting limestone molded cornice. The second floor windows have ornate limestone surrounds, with pilasters that rest on the limestone sills. The pilasters have simple bases and square Tuscan capitals that support heavy limestone entablatures with projecting molded cornices. The second and third floors are separated by a small molded limestone belt course at the sill line of the third-floor windows. The façade is terminated by a painted metal cornice with classical detailing, including molded modillions and end brackets with guttae. There is a shallow parapet on the roof, set back from the cornice.

Alterations
All windows replaced; air conditioner and metal security grille installed at third floor central window; cornice brackets missing guttae; signage.

West Facade
This painted brick elevation is undeveloped; it has nine windows of different sizes and configurations, including an arched window at the second floor.

Alterations
Painted brick, all windows replaced; metal security grilles installed on some windows; conduit and cables installed.
South Facade
This painted brick elevation is undeveloped and is only partially visible. It has windows of different sizes and configurations, a non-historic door and bridge, and a modest corbeled brick cornice.

Alterations
Painted brick, second floor door and awning; bridge connecting second floor to roof of garage; metal security grilles over windows, downspout.

Site Features
Iron fence on concrete double curb in historic location; stone steps with iron gate; concrete sidewalk; concrete ramp to entrance door at recessed bay.
Site History
Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House

Sunset Park
Located along New York Bay in the southwestern section of Brooklyn, the neighborhood now known as Sunset Park was one of the first areas of Brooklyn to be settled by farmers in the mid-17th and 18th centuries. It was not until the 1830s when Brooklyn officially changed in status from a town to a city that surveyors began to map out city streets and development occurred.

The City of Brooklyn planned a public park, called Sunset Park, in 1890 on 18 acres of land in the heart of the area. Prior to the creation of the park, the blocks from 17th to 39th Streets were called South Brooklyn, and from 39th Street to 65th Street were considered part of Bay Ridge. 39th Street, the main artery to the ferry, served to demarcate neighborhoods. The 39th Street demarcation line disappeared during the 1960s, and the area between 17th Street to 65th Street became known as Sunset Park.1

In the 1890s Irving T. Bush recognized the area’s potential for development and built a series of piers, warehouses, and factories that would come to be known as Bush Terminal. The complex stretched from 32nd to 51st streets and was the largest commercial and industrial facility in New York, providing employment for over 20,000 workers. It was linked to the city by both rail and by the ferry at 39th Street and 2nd Avenue.2 Improvements in infrastructure and the availability of jobs led to the need for additional rail transportation, which attracted the Brooklyn City Railroad Company, the Brooklyn Bath & West End Railroad Company, and the Union Elevated Railroad Company to construct rail connections to Sunset Park.3

An initial wave of residential development took place in the late-19th and early-20th centuries, consisting mainly of masonry row houses and tenements, although some of the earlier rows predating the extension of fire laws into this area were wood frame construction. At the time of the construction of the Lewis House in 1907, development in Sunset Park was at its peak and 4th Avenue was still a grand boulevard, with a landscaped median that was lined with churches, trees and mixed-use buildings. Grand freestanding houses like the Lewis House are uncommon in Sunset Park, and it is perhaps the only one that remains.

A second wave of development took place in Sunset Park in the early 1930s, consisting of infill housing and public, religious, and institutional buildings. By the late 1940s several factors led to the decline of Sunset Park, including industrial relocations, the cessation of the 3rd Avenue elevated line, and the subsequent construction of the Gowanus Expressway that separated most of the neighborhood from the waterfront. The move of the maritime industry from Brooklyn to New Jersey in the 1960s and the attendant loss of jobs intensified economic decline in Sunset Park. A combination of local, state, and federal aid in the 1970s helped to improve the area’s economy, and since the 1980s, Sunset Park has experienced an influx of Asian and Latin-American immigrants, as well as commercial and residential resurgence that continues today and has resulted in a dynamic, diverse community.4

Dr. Maurice T. Lewis
Maurice Thomas Lewis was born in Kemptown, Maryland on April 24, 1867 to Milton R. Lewis, a merchant, and his wife Sarah (née Hodges).5 By the
early 1890s he had moved to Brooklyn where he received his medical training at the Long Island College Hospital (class of 1893) and did his internship at Kings County Hospital in Flatbush. A general practitioner, Lewis also served as a doctor to the police department and was certified by the state as a qualified examiner of lunacy cases for the county of New York. 

In addition to his medical practice, Lewis was among the prominent men of Bay Ridge behind the incorporation of the Bay Ridge Savings Bank in 1909 and served as its president and trustee from 1909 until his death in 1931. During this period he oversaw the growth of the bank and the construction of its new headquarters at the corner of 5th Avenue and 54th Street in 1927, at which time the bank was serving over 40,000 depositors. In August 1929 depositors, panicked by a rumor about the bank’s financial stability allegedly started by a customer denied a loan, began a two-day run on the bank. Lewis, who had been out of town at the time, returned and with the help of affidavits from banking officials and other bankers, and the visible display of cash, convinced depositors of the bank’s strength.

Lewis married Alida A. Fraim in 1895 with whom he had a daughter, Ruth (later Mrs. T. Stewart Haller). Active in civic and professional organizations, Lewis belonged to the Bankers Club of Brooklyn, serving as its president from 1924 to 1925; the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce; the Brooklyn Rotary Club; the advisory council for the National City Bank (following its merger with People’s Trust Company); the Elks; Free and Accepted Masons; and the Shriners Kismet Temple; as well as serving as a Democratic presidential elector. He was an avid driver of carriage race horses, and a member of the Parkway Driving Club.

402-404 55th Street

Dr. Lewis and his family were residents of Sunset Park for many years before constructing the house at 404 55th Street in 1907. Dr. Lewis purchased the lot in 1899 from William Wharton, while living in the house next door at 414 55th Street. In 1902 Dr. Lewis, an avid carriage racer, built a stable on the property, with the address 412 55th Street. Several neighbors were opposed to the stable, but Dr. Lewis built it in spite of their petitions against it. Dr. Lewis commissioned R. Thomas Short, a prominent New York architect who had originally been in private practice in Brooklyn to design his home. The stately brick and limestone home was built on the corner of 55th and 4th Avenue in 1907, and was noted at the time in the Brooklyn Daily News. Dr. Lewis lived in the house with his wife, daughter and grandchildren until his death in 1931.

The year of Dr. Lewis’ death, Dr. Sonya Monen and her husband Dr. Maurice C. Whitehill purchased the home from the Lewis family. They resided in and conducted their medical practice here for many years. Dr. Monen was named Lieutenant Commander of the U.S. Coast Guard Women’s Reserve, or S.P.A.R.S, the first woman physician to be appointed to the position. She owned and occupied the home until her death in 1996.

R. Thomas Short

Richard Thomas Short (1869-1950) was born in Canada, and immigrated to the United States with his widowed mother and three sisters in 1885. The family settled in Brooklyn, and Short established an architectural practice there in 1894. Four years later he moved to Manhattan, where he worked as head draftsman for the architect James E. Ware. Short won first prize in an influential model tenement design competition sponsored by the Charity Organization Society in 1900.
Short joined British-born and -trained architect Herbert Spencer Styne-Harde (1873-1958), whom he met in Ware’s office, and the two men established the firm of Harde & Short in 1901. The firm’s first commission was from the City & Suburban Homes Company for a pair of buildings at the western end of the company’s York Avenue (Avenue A) Estate (a designated New York City Landmark). The partners revised Short’s competition design, incorporating features from James E. Ware’s designs for the company’s First Avenue Estate. The firm went on to design other apartment buildings including 45 East 66th Street (1906, a designated New York City Landmark incorporated into the Upper East Side Historic District), the exuberant Francois I style Alwyn Court (1907-09, a designated New York City Landmark), the 44-48 West 77th Street studio building in the Upper West Side/Central Park West Historic District, and the French Gothic Revival style Red House at 350 West 85th Street (1903-04, a designated New York City Landmark incorporated into the Riverside-West End Historic District Extension I).

Short also worked independently of Harde during their partnership and designed a variety of building types including the 23rd Police Precinct Station House (1907-08, a designated New York City Landmark) at 134-138 West 30th Street in Manhattan, the 108th Precinct (originally 75th Precinct) House (1903) at 5-47 50th Avenue in Queens, the Moorish style Kismet Mosque Shriner Temple (1909) at 92 Herkimer Street in Brooklyn, as well as the Renaissance Revival style mansion for Dr. Lewis.18 Short was also responsible individually and in partnership with Harde for several theaters in Brooklyn, all since demolished.19

The prominent architect R. Thomas Short’s work in Manhattan is characterized by its exuberant ornament and decorative details, while the home he designed for Dr. Lewis in a restrained classical style may reflect a conservative taste of his banker/physician client.

**Conclusion**

Designed by R. Thomas Short in 1907 for Dr. Maurice T. Lewis, who would found and become President of the area’s largest banking institution, the Lewis House is an is a notable example of early 20th century residential architecture in Sunset Park, Brooklyn, and the neighborhood’s only mansion. It is prominently sited on the corner of a major avenue and stands out as a freestanding single-family dwelling in a neighborhood comprised of row houses and apartment buildings. It is an intact and fine example of the Renaissance Revival style, popular in New York City in the late 19th and early 20th century, and the work of an important New York City architect.

**Report researched and written by**

Jessica Baldwin
Marianne Percival
Donald Presa
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Findings and Designation
Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House

On the basis of a careful consideration of the history, the architecture, and other features of this building, the Landmarks Preservation Commission finds that the Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House has a special character and special historical and aesthetic interest and value as part of the development, heritage, and cultural characteristics of New York City.

The Commission further finds that, among its important qualities, the Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House was designed in 1907 by the prominent architect R. Thomas Short, of the firm of Harde & Short; that it was designed and constructed for Dr. Maurice T. Lewis a physician and later a founding member and president of the Bay Ridge Savings Bank (established 1909); that the house is an excellent example of the Renaissance Revival style popular in the late-19th and early-20th centuries; that the house’s tri-partite street-facing facades combine rusticated limestone bases with brick upper stories, a formal entrance with Tuscan-columned portico and double-leaf door, windows with flared lintels with keystones or full stone surrounds, a Palladian window with segmental-arched pediment with carved tympanum, and a deep modillioned cornice typical of the style; that it is an excellent example of a free-standing, single-family house of the period; that as a rare example of a mansion in a neighborhood of row houses and multi-family dwellings it is significant to the development history of Sunset Park.

Accordingly, pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 74, Section 3020 of the Charter of the City of New York and Chapter 3 of Title 25 of the Administrative Code of the City of New York, the Landmarks Preservation Commission designates as a Landmark the Dr. Maurice T. Lewis House, 404 55th Street (aka 402-404 55th Street, 5501 4th Avenue), Borough of Brooklyn and designates Borough of Brooklyn Tax Map Block 831, Lot 8, in part, beginning at the northeast corner of the property line of lot 8, southerly along the eastern property line of lot 8 approximately 65 feet and 4 inches to a point on a line extending easterly from the southernmost facade of the building, and encompassing such facade, then westerly along said line and the southernmost facade of the building to the western property line of lot 8, northerly along the western property line of lot 8 to the northern property line of lot 8, then easterly to the place of beginning as its Landmark Site.
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